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1. Site Context 
The history of humanity is but a speck of dust compared 
to the lifespan of Earth. Even before we set foot on this 
planet, the forces of nature were pulling and pushing, 
creating the mountains, the rivers, and the valleys. It is 
at the convergence of these silent but powerful forces 
that the site lies, isolated from the high-tech delirium of 
the surrounding urban fabric. The relentless and uniform 
blanket of concrete and glass conglomerations obscur-
ing the dynamism that lies underneath. 

2. A New Urban Typology
The Scape seeks to refine the outdated “tower in the 
park” urban typology. Instead of creating a monument 
detached from the context, the park and the tower are 
integrated into one cohesive landscape. The site is dis-
sected into glulam strips that follow the flowlines of the 
confluence and the surrounding urban fabric. The strips 
are then warped and lifted by longitudinal forces to gen-
erate a landscape within the city, a manifestation and 
homage of the forces of nature. 

3. Sustainability 
The Scape is a mass timber structure composed of re-
cycled wood particles that are laminated and prefabri-
cated into modules off-site and assembled on site. This 
greatly reduces the construction period and minimizes 
the impact on the natural environment and the carbon 
footprint of the structure. 

 

Dissection of the site with regard 
to the flowlines of the confluence.

Longitudinal forces lift and warp the 
beams, revealing the landscape.

The slits provide natural light and air 
circulation.
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The curvatures of the glulam beams 
outline a distinct urban figure while 
maintaining structural integrity. As 
the slope approaches the apex, the 
increase in slope exposes slits in 
the structure that allow natural light 
and air to circulate throughout the 
structure. The subdued slope of the 
lower areas grant access to visitors 
and this observation deck provides 
a panoramic view of the confluence 
and the San Jose skyline, at a wide 
spectrum of vantage points. 
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The grass and ivy continue their 
slow ascent up the slope, blurring 
the boundary between nature and 
man. Instead of resisting the ero-
sion of time, the Scape embraces 
it, maturing and enduring. 

 

a. SAP center
b. substructure ‘trunks’ 
c. the oasis 
d. public plaza 

 

The topography underneath this 
new canopy is transformed into an 
enclosed urban oasis for the peo-
ple of San Jose, the oculus of the 
entrance facing the river. 
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